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Thermally activated and field-tuned tunneling in Mn12Ac studied by ac magnetic susceptibility
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The magnetic ac susceptibilityx of oriented Mn12Ac crystallites has been measured as a function of tem-
perature, field, and frequency. The field has been applied at different values of the angleu with respect to the
sample easy axis. ForT55 K, the isothermal and adiabaticx limits have been determined as a function of
field. Foru50° and intermediate frequencies, Lorentzian-shaped peaks have been observed at magnetic field
valuesHn5nH1 with n50, 1, and 2 whereH154.1 kOe. Asu increases these maxima shift to higher fields,
that satisfyHncosu5const, and decrease in amplitude. The relaxation timet1 follows Arrhenius’ law with
respect to temperature and decreases sharply atH5Hn . The observed phenomenology unambiguously proves
the existence of field-tuned tunneling between excited magnetic states which are thermally populated. At 5 K,
the effective activation energy and the spin states involved in the tunneling process have been obtained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the report on the Mn12Ac complex magnetic bista
bility and the possibility that this molecule provides a ma
netic quantum tunneling1 ~MQT! model system, extensiv
work has been performed on it. Magnetic dc susceptibi
experiments characterized Mn12Ac as a superparamagne
with blocking temperatureTB53 K. It was found that this
compound has only one relaxation timet, which depends
exponentially on the temperaturet5t0exp(QV/kBT), with
t052.131027 s andQV/kB561 K. The saturation of the
relaxation time to a constant value below 2 K was interpreted
as a new indication of the crossover to MQT below th
temperature.2

The bistability property was based on the appearance
broad magnetic hysteresis loop belowTB .

1 Later, ‘‘ava-
lanche’’ processes appeared in hysteresis loops measure
low 2.5 K.3 Recently4–6 hysteresis loop measurements on
sample of oriented crystals showed the onset of steps at
intervals ofDH54.6 kOe, which were attributed to resona
tunneling of the magnetization between different exci
quantum states. This process differs from MQT between
lowest-lying energy states for the two magnetization dir
tions. However, both processes are related since the MQ
the mechanism which gives rise to magnetic relaxation of
molecule.

A well-established technique to study magnetic relaxat
times is ac susceptibility. Indeed, the complex susceptib
was studied on this molecule as a function of frequency
temperature, confirming the values ofQV/kB andt0 reported
earlier.7 Of more interest is the field dependence of the
laxation time measured by means of ac susceptibility.8 In
Ref. 8 it is described that when the magnetic field is appl
on an oriented sample along thec axis, the relaxation time
shows two dips atH50 andH53 kOe, respectively. The
550163-1829/97/55~17!/11448~9!/$10.00
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authors inferred the existence of tunneling between therm
populated up,u1m&, and down,u2m&, magnetization states
which are nearly degenerate at zero field. When a field
applied, the increase int could be related to the detunin
produced by the Zeeman splitting of theu6m& doublet. A
relaxation time minimum would appear when energy lev
corresponding to states of opposite spin orientation cross
a new tuning condition is achieved.

Although the valueHc53 kOe is different fromDH
54.6 kOe we may conjecture that the step in magnetiza
and the dip int are simply related. To ascertain this, a
susceptibility measurements have been performed on
same sample for which the steps had been previously
tected. The magnetic field, frequency, and temperature
pendence of the complex susceptibility have been explo
in the neighborhood of the tuning regions~H50 and 4.6
kOe!, as a function of sample orientation. Briefly, the pre
ence of susceptibility peaks at the tuning fields, with
Lorentzian dependence on the applied field, has been
served. From the temperature and field dependence of
relaxation time, the existence of tunneling between therm
populated excited levels at these fields has been unamb
ously concluded. The relaxation time depends on the or
tation of the easy axis of the sample with respect to
applied magnetic field.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENT

The compound Mn12Ac, brief for

@Mn12O12~CH3COO!16~H2O!4#•2CH3COOH•4H2O,

is an organometallic molecular crystal with 8 Mn III (S
52) and 4 Mn IV (S53/2) ions, which form a magnetic
cluster of effective spinS510 ~Ref. 9!. The sample was
synthesized as described in Ref. 10 and its quality w
11 448 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 11 449THERMALLY ACTIVATED AND FIELD-TUNED TUNNELIN G . . .
checked by x-ray diffraction. The obtained crystallites we
about 10mm long and aspect ratio of about 10, the long a
being parallel to thec axis. The crystallites were embedde
in Araldite epoxy and submitted to a 5.5 T field at roo
temperature. Since at this temperature the sample is su
paramagnetic, an effective orientation of the crystallites w
the c axis parallel to the field direction was achieved. T
orientation was confirmed visually under a microscope
10003 magnification. We estimate that the crystallites’c
axis lie within a cone of about67° wide, around the field
direction.

Cylindrical samples of this sample/epoxy solid were m
sured in a Quantum Design superconducting quantum in
ference device magnetometer with ac susceptibility opti
The excitation field was 4 Oe for all experimental runs. T
frequencyn was varied between 0.025 and 980 Hz and
temperature stability was maintained within 1% of the ab
lute temperature. Measurements were also performed
the orientation axis~taken as thez axis of the sample! form-
ing an angle 0,u,90° with the applied field. For this the
sample holder was cut to form the desired angle and
sample glued on that surface. We estimate that the a
between the sample axis and the field direction was de
mined to 5°.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The ac susceptibility measured under a 5 Hz acmagnetic
field applied along thez axis of the sample is shown in Fig
1. As it has been recently reported by several authors1,2,8 it
follows the characteristic behavior of an ideal superparam
netic system with a well defined relaxation time. Between
and 12 K the total susceptibility is real and follows th
Curie-Weiss lawx5C/(T2TC) whereas it reaches a max
mum at the blocking temperatureTB55.5 K and decrease
at lower temperatures. The imaginary part of the suscept
ity x9 departs from zero nearTB and shows a peak atT
54.5 K. At this temperature, the relaxation timet1 of the
Mn12Ac molecules equals the inverse of the angular f
quency (v52pn) of the ac magnetic field. On the othe
hand, the characteristic measuring time of dc magnetic
periments is about 100 s and, consequently, the dc bloc
temperatureTB53 K, obtained from the peak of the dc zer

FIG. 1. Magnetic ac susceptibility measured atn55 Hz along
thez axis of the sample;d, real component;s, imaginary compo-
nent.
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field-cooled magnetization curve,1 and the value reported
here are very different.

It should be noted that two shoulders appear inx8(T) and
x9(T) below 4 K. These two peaks are related to relaxat
processes with relaxation timest2 and t3 , respectively,
shorter thant1 . The existence of these processes has a
been inferred from magnetic relaxation experiments p
formed below 3 K~Ref. 2!. Our x8~v! measurements per
formed above 4 K reveal that these faster relaxing parts
the magnetization contribute tox8 with their equilibrium sus-
ceptibility for the whole measuring frequency and dc fie
range. Then, it follows thatt1@t2@t3 and we focus our
study on the slowest relaxation mechanism.

Our ac susceptibility measurements under a dc field h
been performed atT.3 K. Furthermore, the magnetizatio
reaches the thermal equilibrium valueMeq; consequently,
magnetic relaxation effects are only due to the ac magn
field. For practical purposes, the frequency-dependent
ceptibility can be written as follows:11

xac~H,T,u,v!5xhf~H,T,u!1
x0~H,T,u!2xhf~H,T,u!

11 i @vt1~H,T,u!#
,

~1!

whereu is the angle of the applied dc and ac magnetic fie
with respect to the easy axis of the sample. Usually,
dynamic behavior of an uniaxial single domain magne
particle is analyzed using Arrhenius’ law for the relaxati
time:12,13

t15t0expFU~H,u!

kBT
G ~2!

where the energy barrierU(H,u) for thermal activation, in
the case of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy, is given by14,15

U~H,u!5QV@12H/HQ~u!#x~u!. ~3!

HereQ is the density of anisotropy energy,V is the volume
of the particle, andHQ(u) is the critical field at which the
energy barrier becomes zero. Foru50°, this field equals the
anisotropy field which was estimated8 to be around 100 kOe
The exponentx(u)50.8611.14HQ(u)/HQ(0) tends to 2 as
u goes to zero.

At the low-frequency limitvt1(T,H)!1 the susceptibil-
ity given by Eq.~1! is real and reaches the thermal equili
rium valuex0 , usually called the isothermal susceptibilit
The Mn12Ac equilibrium susceptibility can be obtained nu
merically differentiating the magnetization versus field cur
measured above 3 K, i.e., when all the molecules are su
paramagnetic for the characteristic dc measuring times.
equilibrium susceptibility so obtained, atT55 K and u
50°, is shown in Fig. 2.

At high enough frequenciesvt1@1 the susceptibility
given by Eq. ~1! tends toxhf. This theoretical limit was
experimentally achieved atT55 K andu50° measuring the
susceptibility at the highest accessible frequency,n
5980 Hz; the results are also represented in Fig. 2. Fina
in the same figure, thex8(H) measurements forn515 Hz at
T55 K andu50° are shown. They lie between both limi
for all the applied fields and approximate the isothermal lim
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11 450 55F. LUIS et al.
as H increases~although this limit in fact decreases wit
increasingH and becomes very close toxhf above 9 kOe!.

For classical thermally activated relaxation, the field d
pendence ofx8 is determined by the decrease of the anis
ropy energy barrierU asH increases@cf. Eq.~3! above#. The
effective relaxation timet1 given by Arrhenius’ law is then
shorter and, according to Eq.~1!, the system should approac
the equilibrium susceptibility value. Although experimen
x8(H) data indeed approachx0(H) at high fields, the
x8(H) curve also shows two sharp peaks centered aro
H050 and H154.1(1) kOe @B15H114pMeq55.1(1)
kG#. We note thatB1 , that is, the internal field which is see
by the molecule, is very similar to the valueB155 kG,
where the first jump appears in magnetic hysteresis lo
measured at low temperatures.4,5 To amplify thex8(H) and
x9(H) peaks atH1 we first determined, at each temperatu
the relaxation timet1(H1) from the inflection point of the
x8(v) experimental curve. We then measuredx9(H) and
x8(H) in each isotherm at the frequency which verifi
vt1'1. In other words, we synchronized our experimen
exciting frequency to the relaxation rate of the molecules
H5H1 . In this condition, according to Eq.~1!,
dx8/d(vt1) has a maximum. Thus, the susceptibility b
comes very sensitive to the dependence of the relaxa
time onH. If Eq. ~1! is again considered, the origin of th
two x8(H) peaks could be either the existence of narr
maxima in the equilibrium susceptibility, which are not e
perimentally observed, or a sudden speeding up of the m
netic relaxation nearH0 and H1 . In order to clarify this
point, we estimated, using Eq.~1! to interpolate between th
low-frequencyx0(H) and high-frequencyxhf(H) limits ob-
tained experimentally, the field dependence thatx8(n
515 Hz) would follow if the relaxation mechanism atT
55 K was the thermal activation of the magnetic mome
over the anisotropy barrier. The parameterst0 and U(H
50) for u50°, which are given in Table I, were substitute
in Eqs.~2! and~3! to obtaint(H). Thisx8(H) estimation is
shown as a continuous line in Fig. 2. From inspection of F
2, it is clear that the calculated susceptibility differs with t
experiment. Thus, Eqs.~1!–~3! do not predict the existenc
of a sharpx8 peak at a finite fieldH154.1 kOe. It follows

FIG. 2. Field dependence of the real part of the susceptibilityx8
at u50° andT55 K; l, high-frequency limit (n5980 Hz); s,
isothermal limit (n50); d, intermediate case (n515 Hz); ~2! es-
timation of the susceptibility caused by overbarrier thermally a
vated relaxation~see text!.
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that the field dependence oft1 disagrees with the classica
expectation for a thermally activated relaxation mechanis

In order to determine unambiguously that the ac susc
tibility peaks are due to a nonclassical field dependence
the relaxation time, we performed ac susceptibility measu
ments as a function of the frequency in the 0.0
Hz,n,1000 Hz range. We obtained the relaxation timet1
fitting thex8(v) andx9(v) experimental curves to Eq.~1!.
Typical experimental curves measured at different field v
ues aroundH154.1 kOe are shown in Fig. 3. We note fir
that the fits are reasonably good except at the high-freque
region. This discrepancy indicates that there are other fa
relaxation mechanisms for the magnetic moments, as we
pected from thexac(T) data~see Fig. 1!. However, it is clear
in Fig. 3 that thex9(v) maximum appears at a higher fre
quency forH154.1 kOe than forH53.5 and 5 kOe. The
field dependence oft1 at T55 K is shown in Fig. 4. We

-

FIG. 3. Magnetic ac susceptibility as a function of frequenc
measured atu50°, T55 K, and fields at and aboutH1

54.1 kOe;d, real component;s, imaginary component;~2! fits
to Eq. ~1! to obtaint1 .

TABLE I. Activation energyUeff , and prefactort0 , Arrhenius
law @Eq. ~2!# parameters obtained from the fit oft1(T) data, for
different strengths and orientations of the applied fie
~U5100,D573 K!.

u ~deg.! H (kOe) Ueff (K) t0 (s)

0 0.0 61~2! 6 ~2!31028

0 4.1 57~1! 1.1 ~2!31027

25 0.0 61~2! 5 ~4!31028

25 4.5 51~2! 2 ~1!31027

25 5.0 60~2! 6 ~3!31028
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55 11 451THERMALLY ACTIVATED AND FIELD-TUNED TUNNELIN G . . .
emphasize thatt1 does not have a monotonic decrease
H increases but shows minima atH050 andH154.1 kOe,
in contrast with the classical expectation for a pure therm
activated relaxation process.

The x8(H) experimental data can be fitted nearH050
andH154.1 kOe to a Lorentzian curve~Fig. 5!:

x8~H !5xB~H !1
A

11@~H2Hn!/Dn#
2 , ~4!

where Dn can be interpreted as the field range arou
Hn (n50,1) for which the relaxation time increases wi
the absolute value ofH2Hn . xB(H) describes the field de
pendence of the susceptibility far fromH5Hn . In order to
fit the experimental data to Eq.~4!, xB(H) was chosen to be
a constant value for theH0 peak and a second-order polyn
mial near H1 . At T55 K and u50°, we obtain D0
5270(3) Oe andD15351(9) Oe, respectively,~see Fig. 5!.
D1 is larger thanD0 for all T andu.

Experimentalx8(H) andx9(H) curves corresponding to
u525° and three different temperaturesT54.3, 5, and 5.5
K are shown in Fig. 6. We note thatx8 andx9 also show two
peaks nearH050 and H154.5 kOe; i.e., the field value
H1 does not depend significantly on temperature. On

FIG. 4. Field dependence of the relaxation time forT55 K and
u50°.

FIG. 5. The susceptibility peak atT55 K andn515 Hz, about
H0 andH1 , fitted to a Lorentzian function@Eq. ~4!#; half width at
half maximum’sD05270(3) Oe,D15351(9) Oe.
s
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other hand,D1 increases by 24% as the temperatures ra
from 4.3 to 5.5 K whereasD0 remains approximately con
stant.

At any value and orientation of the dc applied magne
field, the relaxation time strongly increases as the temp
ture decreases. In fact, the temperature dependence oft1 can
be fitted to Arrhenius’ law as shown in Fig. 7 foru525°.
The values of the activation energyUeff and time constant
t0 parameters obtained from this fit oft1 are given in Table
I. It is interesting to note that, in agreement with previous
reported data,8 the order of magnitude of the microscop
time t0 does not change with the applied field. We note th
for u525°,U is smaller atH154.5 kOe, which correspond

FIG. 6. Magnetic ac susceptibility isotherms~u525°! measured
at those frequencies that maximize theH5H1 peak;d, real com-
ponent;s, imaginary component.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the relaxation time fo~u
525°!; ~2! fits to Arrhenius law:d, for H050; s, for H1

54.5 kOe;l, for H55 kOe.~Note that its slope is higher than fo
H154.5 kOe.!
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11 452 55F. LUIS et al.
to the second peak in Fig. 6, than the value obtained fo
slightly larger field valueH55 kOe; i.e., the value ofUeff is
smaller in-tune condition than off-tune condition. Moreov
the relaxation timet1 and the activation energyU obtained
at H050 ~for u50° andu525°) are larger than the sam
parameters measured atH5H1(u) ~H154.1 kOe for u
50° andH154.5 kOe for u525°). The observation tha
U(H) is smaller atHn , with n50,1, than at fields that ar
off-tune condition is crucial for this work since it point
towards the physical origin of the relaxation time minima
t1(Hn), as we discuss in the next section. Again, this exp
mental result disagrees with the decrease ofU(H) asH in-
creases predicted for classical thermally activated relaxa
@Eq. ~3!#.

In order to investigate the effect of the transverse com
nent of the applied fieldHx on the magnetic relaxation o
Mn12Ac, we repeated the same set of ac susceptibility
periments foruÞ0. The x8(H) and x9(H) experimental
curves show two maxima atH5H0 and H5H1 for all u
values~see Fig. 8!. The firstx8 peak is always centered abo
H050 whereasH1(u) increases asu increases. It is very
relevant to note that the field valueH1(u) at which the first
peak appears is such that its component parallel to thez axis
is nearly independent onu for u<60° and approximately
satisfies (H1)z5H1cosu'4.1 kOe ~see Figs. 8 and 9!. For
larger angles the width of thex8(H) peak is too large to
define the position of the critical field with enough precisi
as to assure this statement. In spite of this experime
shortcoming, we infer that the existence of a sharp minim
in t1(H) at H5H1(u) is determined by the value of th
(H1)z rather than by the total applied fieldH1(u). It is also

FIG. 8. Magnetic ac susceptibility isotherms measured at dif
ent orientationsu, plotted as a function of the component of th
applied fieldHz which is parallel to the easy axis of the sample;d,
real component;s, imaginary component. Inset: Enlarged view
theH2 peak measured atu50°, T55 K, andn515 Hz.
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evident from the data exhibited in Fig. 8 that thex8 andx9
maxima become broader and lower asu departs from zero.
The relaxation time measured under the conditionHz
5(H1)z fixed, which is shown in Fig. 10, decreases asHx
increases, in contrast with low-temperature magnetic re
ation experiments which detected no dependence oft1 on
u.16 This discrepancy can be due to the very different exp
mental conditions under which both series of experime
were performed:T5200 mK and variableHz in the experi-
ment of Paulsen and ParkT55 K andHz5const in ours.

When the applied field was parallel to thez axis of the
sample, we observed a third peak ofx8 near H2
58.4 kOe (B259.7 kG). This peak is shown in the inset o
Fig. 8. The valueB2 is not far from the magnetic-field valu
B'10 kG where a jump is observed in the hysteresis loop4,5

The possibility of observing peaks at multiple values ofH1
higher than two is hindered by the merging, aboveH
59 kOe, of the isothermal and high-frequency limits of t
susceptibility. In Ref. 8, a deep minimum of the relaxati
time aboutH50 and a second one atH53 kOe, quite
smaller than ourH154.1 kOe value, were observed. Th
authors suggested the existence of a fine structure of max

r-

FIG. 9. Angular dependence of the crossing field compon
parallel to the easy axis (H1)z . The continuous line represents th
condition (H1)z54.1 kOe.

FIG. 10. Dependence of the relaxation timet1 measured atT
55 K and fixedHz5(H1)z on the component of the applied fiel
Hx perpendicular to the easy axis of the sample; Curvea, estimated
dependence for classical overbarrier hopping; Curveb, estimated
dependence for resonant tunneling through levels lying 9 K below
the classical barrier.
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55 11 453THERMALLY ACTIVATED AND FIELD-TUNED TUNNELIN G . . .
and minima below 5 kOe. From our data~cf. Figs. 4 and 8!
it seems that the relaxation time minima appear only atHz
'n H1(0), wheren is an integer.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our main experimental results are~1! When the field is
applied parallel to the anisotropy axis of the sample, we
serve sharp susceptibility maxima atH50, 4.1, and 8.4 kOe
which we denominateHn , with n50, 1, and 2, respectively
They correspond to internal fieldsBn that are in excellent
agreement with the values at which steps have been obse
in hysteresis loop measurements.4–6 This is clear evidence
for the existence of a common underlying mechanism.~2!
The relaxation time shows minima at these field values.~3!
Despite its rather striking field dependence, the relaxa
time decreases asT increases, and follows Arrhenius’ law
for all fields. ~4! The corresponding activation energyUeff
depends onH; it is lower at the tuning field valuesH5Hn
than for off-tune fields.~5! The tuning condition only de-
pends on the component of the field along the anisotr
axis, and is fulfilled at least when (H1)z5H1cosu
'4.1 kOe. ~6! At this tuning field value we have verifie
that the relaxation time becomes shorter as the transv
componentHx increases.~6! The relaxation time atHn
5nH1 , decreases asn increases, at least forn50, 1, and 2.

The following spin Hamiltonian has been proposed
this system:18,19

H52DSz
21gmBSzH1H8 ~5!

whereD is the anisotropy energy constant. The valuesD
'0.73 K andg'1.9, determined by means of magnetizati
and high-field ESR experiments, will be used here.17 The
first term is an uniaxial anisotropy energy, the second te
corresponds to the interaction of the magnetic moment w
the z component of the applied field, andH8 is a perturba-
tion which does not commute withSz . We treat the molecule
as aS510 object since, at low temperatures, the populat
of the S59 excited multiplet is expected to be small. Th
eigenstatesum& of Sz are also eigenstates of the unperturb
Hamiltonian. The unperturbed ground state, in the absenc
an applied magnetic field, is theu610& doublet, and all
u6m& states are degenerate. The perturbationH8 induces
tunneling between states of opposite spin orientation.

The Zeeman termgmBSzHz breaks the zero-field degen
eracy of the anisotropy term. It follows that one of the tw
anisotropy energy wells, in whichm.0 for Hz.0, becomes
metastable~see Fig. 11!. For increasing field values th
u1m& state increases, while theu2m& decreases in energ
and both cross with the adjacent states. According to Eq.~5!,
all unperturbed energy levels on both sides of the ene
barrier match atHz5nH1(0), whereH1(0)5D/gmB ~see
Fig. 12! and n is an integer. Using the values ofD and g
given above, we obtainH1(0)55.7 kOe, larger than the ob
served value by 37%, approximately. The origin of this lar
discrepancy can be the difference between the externally
plied field H and the magnetic fieldB5H14pM which
really interacts with the magnetic moment of the molecu
Therefore, the difference between the applied fieldH1 and
the corresponding internal fieldB1 is expected to be larger i
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the magnetization of the sample attains its equilibrium val
as in our ac experiments. The theoretical valueB1(0)
55.7 kG is only about 10% larger than the crossing fie
B1(0)55.1 kG obtained from either ac or dc experiments4,5

In our experiment, we apply an oscillating field parallel
the dc field. Therefore, the observed time evolution of
magnetization is induced by the oscillating applied fie
During this time evolution, the magnetization approaches
equilibrium value and, consequently, a continuous redistri
tion of the spin states population follows. Several possi
mechanisms have been proposed to explain this evolution
Mn12Ac molecules. Below we compare them to our expe
mental results.

At high temperature, the relaxation time measured exp
mentally follows Arrhenius’ law~see Fig. 7!. It has been
proposed18 that the molecule follows a series of thermal
activated Orbach processes to overcome the anisotropy
ergy barrier U. In each Orbach process, the molecu
changes from an initialum& state to a finalum61& state.U is
defined as the distance from the bottom of the metasta

FIG. 11. Energy levels scheme of the unperturbed Hamilton
H2H8 @see Eq.~5!# at Hz5H1(0). The tunneling process pro-
posed in the text is shown schematically:~1! Thermal activation
from the initial stateum510& to the excited stateum54&, ~2! tun-
neling to um523&, and ~3! decay to the ground stateum5210&.
U andUeff are the energy barriers for classical thermally activa
relaxation and tunneling between excited states, respectively.

FIG. 12. Energy levels ofH2H8 as a function of thez com-
ponent of the applied field scaled to the first crossing fieldH1(0);
continuous lines: lower potential well (m,0); dashed lines: uppe
potential well (m.0). The energy barrier for the thermally act
vated relaxation process is shown at two different field values.
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energy well to the top of the barrier~see Fig. 11!. At zero
applied field,U5100D'73 K which is the energy differ-
ence between the unperturbed statesum50& and
um5610&. As Hz increases, the energy of one of the we
decreases with respect to the other~see Fig. 12! and, as a
result, the barrierU decreases according to Eq.~3!. Conse-
quently, a monotonic decrease oft1 asHz increases follows
in this model @see Eq.~2!#, in contradiction with the two
experimentally observed dips exhibited in Fig. 4.

A magnetization quantum tunneling relaxation mech
nism has been proposed recently by Politiet al.19 for the
Mn12Ac molecules. The unperturbed Hamiltonian given
Eq. ~5! commutes withSz for u50 and quantum transition
between different orientations of the magnetic moment al
the easy axis are then forbidden. The perturbationH8 pro-
posed in Ref. 18 follows from a fourth-order distortion of th
uniaxial anisotropy; it induces tunneling between t
um5210& unperturbed state, which is assumed to be
initial state of the molecule, and a finalu1m& unperturbed
state. However, this term only allows tunneling between
perturbed spin statesum8& and um9& which satisfym82m9
54N, whereN is an integer. From the field dependence
the unperturbed Hamiltonian eigenvalues~see Fig. 12!,
crossing of such levels would occur only at fieldsHn with
n5even. In contradiction with this prediction, we obser
susceptibility maxima at all the integer multiples ofH1 (n
50,1,2). The prediction of Ref. 8 that the relaxation tim
decreases monotonically asHz increases is in marked con
trast with our observation of minima at allH5Hn .

From the above discussion we may conclude that the
laxation mechanism underlying our experimental results p
formed on Mn12Ac molecules appears to be neither a clas
cal thermally activated process nor tunneling through
lowest-lying states. We propose a relaxation mechan
which involves three steps:~1! thermal population of an ex
cited stateu1m8& from the initial u110& unperturbed state
~2! tunneling through the anisotropy barrier through so
excited levels, and~3! decay to the ground stateu210&. This
process is represented schematically in Fig. 11. Then,
maxima observed inx8(H) at Hz50, 4.1, and 8.4 kOe
would be related to the existence of resonant tunneling
tween nearly degenerate unperturbed states at these fi
which leads to local minima of the relaxation timet1 @see
Fig. ~4!#.

The tunneling effects we have observed require ther
activation. This is so because tunneling through the low
lying energy states is suppressed by fields as small as th
field amplitudeh0(;4 Oe) we have applied in our exper
ments. The corresponding Zeeman energy is much la
than the relevant energy splittings,DET , that one expects to
be generated byH8.19–21 Detuning therefore takes plac
even if the dc field satisfiesHz5nH1 . However,DET in-
creases sharply@exponentially fast inumu ~Ref. 20!# as one
moves up the energy barrier. It is therefore not surprising
find a pair of statesum& and u2m1n&, for umu sufficiently
small, for whichDET;gmBh0 is fulfilled. Now, consider
temperatures that are not too low, such that the domin
mechanism off resonance~that is, forHz away fromnH1! is
thermal activation over the energy barrier. Then tunnel
through statesum& and um852m1n& that lie below the en-
ergy barrier is to be expected whenHz5nH1 , n
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50,1,2,... . The relaxation time follows an Arrhenius law
with an effective activation energyUeff , which is the energy
difference between the metastable stateu110& and the energy
of the tunneling states. We infer this from our experimen
results, independently of whether tunneling is phonon
sisted or not.

It is worth pointing out that small stray external field
~Earth’s magnetic field, for instance! would not suppress tun
neling between these excited states because their tunn
splitting DET is large ~see Ref. 20!. The inhibiting field
HD large enough to switch tunneling off isHD'DET /
gmB(m2m8). If uH2Hnu.HD for all levels below the en-
ergy barrier top, the magnetic moments relax by thermal
tivation over the classical energy barrierU. SinceU.Ueff ,
‘‘Zeeman detuning’’ leads to the increase of the relaxat
time that we have observed experimentally. The interact
of the molecule with a thermal bath as well as hyperfine fi
effects @Hhyp'250 Oe ~Ref. 22!# broaden the unperturbe
energy levels. In addition, the local field which is seen by
magnetic moment fluctuates due to thermal modulation
the dipolar interaction with neighboring molecules, leadi
to homogeneous broadening of the susceptibility peaks.
these effects enlarge the value ofHD and, consequently, the
experimental halfwidthDn . The susceptibility peaks are als
broadened~about 30 Oe! by any slight misalignment of the
crystallites’c axis from thez axis of the sample.

In the following discussion, we try to find the most effe
tive relaxation channel. The relaxation timet1 is expected to
follow approximately Arrhenius’ law for thermally activate
tunneling ~for uH2Hnu,HD! as well as for classical over
barrier ~for uH2Hnu.HD! relaxation. Moreover, the effec
tive energy barrierUeff for tunneling through excited states
smaller than the classical valueU for thermally activated
overbarrier transitions. At theH050 in-tune condition, the
difference between the calculated classical barrier heighU
573 K and the measured valueUeff561 K, scaled byD
yields DU/D516.4, very close to the valueDU/D516 of
the um514& and um524& tunneling states~Fig. 12!. At
H154.1 kOe andHx50, the calculation of the barrier heigh
yields U566 K, while the measurement yieldsUeff557 K,
thus the difference isDU/D512.3, close to the value
DU/D511 which corresponds to theum523&, um514&
tunneling doublet. We can conclude from these estimati
that in the temperature region we are exploring, the doub
involved in tunneling lie aboutU2Ueff'9–12 K below the
top of the barrier. This estimation is corroborated by t
measurements performed atu525°, where the valuesUeff
551 K for the in-tune fieldH154.5 kOe, andUeff560 K for
the off-tune fieldH55 kOe were obtained. That is, the di
ferenceDU59 K is identical to the estimated difference
u50.

From the values oft0 obtained from the Arrhenius law
fits of the data fort1 obtained at fixed field and varying
temperature, collected in Table I, we can conclude that t
do not vary too strongly for the different applied fields.
consequently, we assume the approximation thatt0 may be
considered as constant we may obtain the field depend
of Ueff onHz from thet1(T55 K,Hz) data plotted in Fig. 4
using the expressionUeff(Hz)5kT ln@t1(Hz)/t0#. With
t05631028 s, the value for Hz50, the resulting
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Ueff(Hz)/D values show sharp minima at the tuning fields a
maxima corresponding to overbarrier process~Fig. 13!. In
the same figure we have plotted the values ofUeff /D ob-
tained from the Arrhenius law fits of the data taken at fix
field and varying temperature~Table I!, observing a reason
able agreement, a proof of the soundness of
t05constant approximation. The field dependence of the
tivation energyU(Hz) for classical overbarrier process h
also been plotted in the same figure~scaled toD andH1!.
This line coincides nicely with theUeff(Hz)/D points at the
off-tune field valuesHz/H150.6 and atHz/H151.5. Thus
the maximum values decrease asHz increases because th
barrier height decreases, and the dominant process for t
off-tune field values is overbarrier hopping.

Consider the parallel and transverse components,Hz and
Hx , respectively, of the field that is applied at an angleu
from the anisotropy axis. We now discuss the observed
pendence of the relaxation time as a function ofHx , keeping
Hz5(H1)z5const. The magnetic interaction term
gmBHxSx , has two effects: the classical barrier heig
U(Hz ,Hx) decreases asHx increases, and energy levels
well as energy splittings change withHx . Now, which is the
most effective channel for tunneling depends on how
Boltzmann factor and the energy splitting change from o
energy level to the next one. Furthermore, energy-level sp
ingsat a given energy below the barriertop depend weakly
on Hx , while the energy splitting of a level with energyEn
dependsexponentially on U2En , but more weakly on
Hx .

20 Consequently, the energy difference between the d
blet or doublets which contribute most to magnetic tunnel
at Hz5H1 and the lower state of the metastable well
roughly given byUeff5U(Hx)2const. As mentioned abov
the most effective tunneling doublet forHz5(H1)z
54.1 kOe andHx50 is about 9 K below the barrier, for
temperatures near 5 K. We therefore estimate the valu
t1 versus the transverse componentHx at Hz5H1 with
Arrhenius’ law with t051.131027 s, the value obtained
from the fit of thet1(T) data measured atu50°. The re-
sultingt1(Hx) curve, shown in Fig. 10, fits the experiment
data points reasonably close. Thus, the data we have

FIG. 13. Activation energiesUeff ~scaled toD! versus applied
field Hz ~scaled toH1! (Hx50); h, Data obtained from Arrhenius
law fits ~Table I!; d, Points derived fromt1(Hz) data, with t0
5631028 s; ~2!, Classical overbarrier activation energy. The e
perimental points have been scaled with the parametersD
50.73 K andH154.1 kOe.
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tained with fields applied at a nonzero angle to the anis
ropy ~i.e., forHxÞ0! axis fit well with the tunneling proces
that we infer above forHx50.

Attempts to explain the observed effects by processes
ing place near the top of the barrier fail for the reasons t
follow. All unperturbed energy levels lie below the top of th
barrier for any fieldH applied along thez direction. These
levels lie on a pattern that is repeated whenH changes by
twice the value ofH1 . If such a process would induce res
nances int1 versusH, they would be spaced attwice the
observed amount. Moreover, if the process involves the
one or two levels below the top of the barrier the differen
in activation energyDU would amount to an order of mag
nitude less than observed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a detailed ac susceptibility study
the magnetic relaxation of Mn12Ac molecules at tempera
tures above 1.8 K. A possible relaxation mechanism, the t
neling between thermally excited spin states explains qu
tatively the experimental results. When the field is appl
parallel to the anisotropy axis of the sample we obse
sharp susceptibility maxima at the field valuesHn , with n
50, 1, and 2 that correspond to the crossing of the Zeem
splitted spin levels. The most striking result is that the rela
ation time exhibits minima as a function of magnetic field
the crossing field values. The temperature dependence o
relaxation time follows an Arrhenius law. The correspondi
activation energyU depends onH, with a value which is
lower atH5Hn than at any other field of similar magnitud
but off-tune condition. At any of the crossing fields, pairs
levels with opposite spin orientation are tuned in energy
that a non-negligible tunneling probability exists for pa
lying not far below the top of the barrier. The pair with th
largest value of tunneling rate times the relevant Boltzma
factor dominates the relaxation process and determine
effective activation energyUeff of the Arrhenius law. This
energy is lower than the classical overbarrier flipping proc
activation energyU, determined at off-tuning field condi
tion. From the difference between both activation energ
the level pairs involved in the tunneling have been deduc

A transverse field hardly modifies the crossing field va
(H1)z , while it does reduce the relaxation time. This redu
tion can be explained as due to a lowering of the effect
activation energy of the tunneling process due to the
crease in the height of the barrier caused by the transv
field.

We think that the main questions left to be answered a
~1! the nature of the perturbing HamiltonianH8, even in the
absence of any applied field,~2! how tunneling takes place
and~3! how to predict what energy levels contribute most
relaxation as a function of temperature. We believe that
perturbing HamiltonianH8 must be linear in spins~such as
random dipolar or applied magnetic fields, or hyperfine
teraction! but not of fourth order in transverse spins, as p
posed by Politiet al.,19 since then the peaks atH5nH1 ,
with n5odd, would not be observed.

Note added in proof.Magnetization measurements pe
formed on a single crystal have corroborated the presenc
hysteresis jumps.23
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